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New York Times bestselling author Taylor Anderson continues the thrilling Destroyermen series of

alternate history and military strategy, as the conflict is about to become terrifyingly

personal....Captain Matt Reddy and the crew of the USS Walker have been fighting for their lives

ever since their ship was swept from the Pacific to another world and they became embroiled in a

deadly conflict between their Lemurian allies and the ravening Grik. But things are about to get

worse. With ReddyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s family and allies held prisoner by the mad General Kurokawa, the

mysterious League and evil Dominion plotting schemes of their own, and the Grik trying to build

their swarm and concentrate power, Reddy faces danger on all sides.Although desperate to

confront Kurokawa, Captain Reddy fears heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s subordinating the war effort for personal

reasons. But Kurokawa is too dangerous to be left alone. With the mighty League battleship Savoie

at his command, he plots a terrible vengeance against Reddy and his tiny, battered destroyer.

Ã‚Â The stage is set for a devastating cataclysm, and Reddy and his allies will have to risk

everything to protect what they hold dear.
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The war continues on the parallel world the WWI era destroyerUSS Walker has been cast into.

What has largely been a two frontconflict threatens to become a four front one as to the genocidal

reptilianGrik menace and the fanatical Azteco-catholic Dominion campaigns areadded potential

independent actions by outcast Japanese "General of the Seas"Kurokawa and the still mysterious

League of Tripoli. Luckily the multispecies Republic of Real People in southern Africa is finally

stumblinginto action as an ally, and the Empire of New Britain is holding up itsend. There may even

be new allies in North America. Still supreme commanderMatthew Reddy is in a bad place with his

pregnant wife in Kurokawa's handsand conflicted about whether this is affecting his strategy for

dealingwith each menace. If he attempts an action against Kurokawa, is thatsound strategic

thinking, or a worried husband? Luckily, long timeloose cannon and one man tank-corps Dennis de

Silva is also on the job.This is a satisfying story chunk though we see nothing of the Grik

generalwho may be forging his soldiers into *people* during this outing, andvery little of the

Dominion side of the war. (We do have an interestingvingette with the Grik Queen Mother, who may

be more than he reagents assume..)

This "parallel universe" story is simply the best I have ever read! The imagination involved with such

a complex story is amazing! The only downside is Taylor can only put one out a year! Nevertheless

this is first rate science fiction!

Taylor Anderson has added yet another exciting book to the Destroyermen saga. Political intrigue,

Naval combat, ground combat, and aerial warfare across an alternate Earth, it doesn't disappoint.

In this series some books are devoid of character development, some are battle after battle. This

one had a decent amount of each. The captain's wife being held prisoner had a predictable if not a

desired resolution. In a broader sense the "new world" these characters are floundering in is no

different than the world that the humans came from. War & conflict is the theme.I wonder if the

author has thought past this "chapter" into what happens if a semblance of peace "breaks out?"

Great book. Finished it in two days. Wish it was longer!This series has been compared to "The Lost

Regiment" series. That's sort of saying every detective show is like Magnum P. I.



ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦cause they're about detectives. Destroyermen is by far the better series. Has many

side stories not just the big pictureÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦unlike TLR series.

Great read, one after another they just keep coming and I'm waiting patiently for the next

installment. Usually series start to get old after the 2nd, 3rd book. Not so with this series. Just have

to keep reading to see how everyone is doing.

After a year of patient waiting, "Devil's,Due" was finally available for download. Fans of the series

will not be disappointed and will enjoy this latest installment from beginning to end. I'm not going to

say anymore as,I may accidentally drop spoilers. All I can say is that this latest installment does not

disappoint.

Absolutely fantastic, a great comeback after the last book which in my opinion was the weakest in

series. This is fast paced entertainment, and I don't want this series to stop...
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